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Name of Dynamic Coalition
Representative in the main session
How has the work of the DC during
the COVID-19 pandemic helped
contribute to the socio-economic
renewal of the economy1
Has the work of the DC during the
COVID-19 pandemic identified any
activities related to its work that
could contribute to the socioeconomic renewal of the economy
after the pandemic ends
How can this DC, in collaboration
with other DCs, engage the wider
IGF community to develop
innovative ways to achieve global,
inclusive socio-economic renewal,
and get the SDGs back on track?

1

Core Internet Values
Dr. Olivier Crépin-Leblond
This response is provided in our separate one
pager with title “COVID-19 and the Dynamic
Coalition on Core Internet Values”
This response is provided in our separate one
pager with title “COVID-19 and the Dynamic
Coalition on Core Internet Values”

The DC Core Internet Values has already taken
steps to cooperate with the DC Internet of Things
and the Internet Rights & Principles Coalution. It is
also interested in cooperating with the newly
created Dynamic Coalition on Internet Standards,
Security and Safety, as it is a widely held view in the
DC CIV that our activities are complementary and
should be able to support each other.
Threats to the Internet Model have not slowed
down during the Pandemic. Whilst the Internet has
succeeded in support a Pandemic-affected world
very successfully indeed, political attempts to
change the Internet to a more top down controlled
network are ongoing and the DC is more than ever
determined to collaborate with other DCs to keep
the Internet as successful, innovative, resilient and
useful as it is today.

For example: identifying ways to ensure access and safety for groups at risk; addressing issues of
connectivity, sustainability and freedom of speech under the crisis

